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Interview in a Box Customer Research Report 
 
Thank you for your purchase of "Interview in a Box – Consumer Edi�on".  We are excited to share the 
findings of our customer interview with you.  
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1. Meta informa�on 
Interview date: 9 June 2022 

Interviewee: Amélie 

Product purchased: Electric cargo bike 

Demographics: Female, 32 years, married, mom of one daughter, pregnant with second child, lives in 
Bristol (UK), from Paris (France) 

Recruited by: Agency 

2. Findings 

Figures 
 

Elements # Par�culari�es 
Events 4  
Pushes 8 The high number of pushes points to great desire to change. 
Habits 4  
Desired Outcomes 7  
Avoidances 5  
Pulls 6  
Anxie�es 6  
Jobs 7  
Pains 5  
Gains 7  
Constraints 6  
Solu�ons 6  
Total 73  
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Interview Summary 

The interview provides insights into the transporta�on challenges and decisions of a parent in the 
city. Ini�ally, using public transport with a toddler posed difficul�es, such as unreliable schedules and 
the struggle of managing two young children. Driving a car in the city was also fraught with 
challenges, including anxiety, parking difficul�es, and safety concerns for children. 

To address these issues, the interviewee explored alterna�ve transporta�on methods. They 
purchased a cargo bike in an�cipa�on of their second child's birth, finding it a reliable and stress-free 
mode of transporta�on for commu�ng with children. The cargo bike was used for specific 
appointments, and there was an effort to convince rela�ves of its safety and u�lity. 

The interviewee's concerns extended beyond immediate convenience to environmental 
considera�ons. They were troubled by the burning of fossil fuels and desired to reduce their carbon 
footprint. The cargo bike presented a solu�on that aligned with their values, offering a way to save 
�me, reduce stress, and gain more control over their commu�ng schedule without relying on public 
transport. 

Grocery shopping with the husband became a weekly rou�ne, and riding the bike was an ac�vity that 
the interviewee felt comfortable with. The need to be prepared for the birth of the second child was 
a significant factor in their transporta�on decisions, as was the desire to have a safe and reliable 
mode of transporta�on that did not contribute to CO2 emissions. 

In summary, the interviewee's transporta�on choices were driven by a mix of prac�cal concerns for 
safety and convenience, the need for reliability and control, and a strong environmental 
consciousness. The cargo bike emerged as a solu�on that addressed these diverse needs, providing a 
way to commute with children that was both eco-friendly and libera�ng from the constraints of 
public transport and car usage in the city. 

 

Data projected onto The Wheel of Progress 

See next page
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Habit - Using

public transport

with a toddler

Habit - Driving a

car in the city

Habit - Going

grocery shopping

with husband

once a week

Habit - Riding the bike and

feeling okay about it

Pull - The

opportunity to buy

a nearly new e-

cargo bike at half

price

Pull - The cargo

bike's ability to

carry kids and

groceries

Pull - The electric

feature of the

cargo bike

Pull - The cargo

bike's contribution

to a reduced

carbon footprint

Gain - Saving time

on commutes

Gain - Reduced stress from not

having to drive in traffic

Gain - Increased

control over

schedule

Gain - Satisfaction

with the purchase

of the cargo bike

Desired Outcome

- A safe and

reliable mode of

transportation for

commuting with

children

Desired Outcome

- Ability to

commute without

relying on public

transport

Desired Outcome

- Reducing carbon

footprint

Desired Outcome

- Having a reliable

and stress-free

mode of

transportation

Desired Outcome

- Being able to

transport children

and groceries

conveniently

Desired Outcome

- Feeling better

about making an

environmentally

friendly choice

Event - A stressful

experience

parking illegally at

the butcher

Event - Finding

out a friend was

selling a nearly

new cargo bike

Event - Watching

reassuring

YouTube videos

about cargo bikes

Event - The birth

of the second

child

Constraint -

French driving

license in the UK

Constraint -

Pregnancy limiting

ability to test and

use the bike

extensively

Constraint -

Budget

constraints for

purchasing a new

e-cargo bike

Constraint -

Difficulty in

convincing family

members of the

safety of the cargo

bike

Constraint -

Concerns about

the visibility of the

cargo bike to

other drivers

Constraint -

Parking

challenges due to

the size of the

cargo bike

Pull - Husband's

suggestion of an

e-cargo bike as a

solution

Pull - The e-cargo

bike's features

such as safety,

battery life, and

rain cover

Gain - Easier

commuting with

children

Gain - Feeling of

safety using the e-

cargo bike

Gain - Satisfaction

with contributing

to environmental

sustainability

Job - Finding a

suitable

transportation

method for a

growing family

Job - Ensuring

timely arrival at

appointments and

classes

Job - Managing

transportation

needs within

budget constraints

Job - Transporting

children and groceries

safely and efficiently

Job - Convincing

family of the

safety and utility

of the cargo bike

Job - Finding

suitable parking

for the cargo bike

Job - Ensuring

visibility and

safety on the road

Push - Anxiety

about driving a car

in the city

Push - Difficulty

parking in the city

Push - Concerns about

safety with children in a

car

Push - Unreliable

public transport

schedules

Push - Difficulty

managing two

young children on

public transport

Push - Need to be

prepared and

ready for the birth

of the second

child

Desired Outcome

- Save time and

reduce stress in

commuting

Push - Wanting to

be more in control

of the schedule

Push - Concerns

about burning

fossil fuels and the

desire to save

CO2 for the future

Avoidance -

Avoiding the

stress of illegal

parking

Avoidance -

Avoiding the

anxiety of driving

on the opposite

side of the road

Avoidance -

Avoiding the

inconvenience of

waiting for public

transport

Avoidance - Wanting to

avoid the stress of

driving in the city with a

car

Avoidance -

Avoiding the use

of fossil fuels

Anxiety - Initial

skepticism about

the safety of an e-

cargo bike

Anxiety - Worry about the

e-cargo bike being stolen

Anxiety - Concerns about

parking the larger e-cargo bike in

the city

Anxiety - Worry

about the safety of

transporting

children in the

cargo bike

Anxiety -

Concerns about

cars not seeing

the cargo bike

Anxiety - Anxiety

about parking

availability and

convenience

Pain - Struggle to

keep toddler

seated in the bus

Pain - Difficulty

following husband

on e-cargo bike

due to its speed

Pain - Struggle

with using the

digital fingerprint

lock

Pain - Struggle to

convince parents

and in-laws of the

cargo bike's safety

Pain - The size of

the cargo bike

being both an

advantage and a

disadvantage

Solution - Purchasing a

secondhand e-cargo bike from a

friend

Solution - Using

an e-cargo bike

with electric assist

for hilly terrain

Solution -

Securing the bike

with a digital

fingerprint lock

Solution -

Purchasing the

cargo bike

Solution - Using

videos and

websites to

convince relatives

of the cargo bike's

safety

Solution -

Considering

additional

equipment like a

canopy or a

warning sign for

better visibility
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3. How to use the data? 
Learn from customers' new solu�on acquisi�on stories and experiences and help them to make 
progress in life or in business. 

• Iden�fy market opportuni�es for new 
products and services 

• Create go-to-market strategy 
• Ideate product, marke�ng, and sales 

strategy 

• Op�mize customer experience 
• Determine market opportuni�es for 

product ideas 
• Develop a compe��ve response 

 

 

You may use the data in each of the quadrants to develop ideas for messaging, marke�ng, sales, and 
product development. 

U�lize the Customer Progress Design® method to develop your strategy methodically.  
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4. Sample Campaign 
Here is a sample Five Facebook posts for each phase of the Customer Progress Design method by our 
AI Companion. Take note of how the suggested posts correspond with the elements found in the 
interview. 

��������� Awareness Phase:  

1. Post: "Tired of the daily commute? Discover a new way to get around the city with a cargo bike! 
Join the growing community of cargo bike enthusiasts and enjoy a stress-free and eco-friendly ride. 
#CargoBike #CityCommute" 

2. Post: "Looking for a convenient and sustainable transporta�on op�on? Consider a cargo bike! With 
ample space for groceries or kids, it's the perfect solu�on for urban living. #CargoBike 
#SustainableTransporta�on" 

3. Post: "Did you know that cargo bikes are gaining popularity as a prac�cal alterna�ve to cars? Say 
goodbye to traffic jams and parking woes. Explore the benefits of cargo bikes today! #CargoBike 
#CarAlterna�ve" 

4. Post: "Discover the freedom of riding a cargo bike! Whether you're running errands or enjoying a 
family ou�ng, cargo bikes offer a versa�le and enjoyable way to get around. #CargoBike 
#FreedomOfRiding" 

5. Post: "Looking for a greener way to commute? Cargo bikes are not only good for the environment 
but also for your health. Get your daily dose of exercise while reducing your carbon footprint. 
#CargoBike #GreenCommute" 

��� Expecta�ons Phase: 

1. Post: "Curious about cargo bikes? Learn more about their features, benefits, and how they can fit 
into your lifestyle. Stay tuned for our upcoming posts where we'll dive deeper into the world of cargo 
bikes! #CargoBike #DiscoverMore" 

2. Post: "Thinking about ge�ng a cargo bike? Hear from real users about their experiences and how it 
has transformed their daily commute. Stay tuned for inspiring stories and insights! #CargoBike 
#RealUserStories" 

3. Post: "Are you a parent looking for a convenient way to transport your kids? Discover how cargo 
bikes can make family ou�ngs more enjoyable and hassle-free. Stay tuned for �ps and tricks from 
experienced cargo bike parents! #CargoBike #FamilyAdventures" 

4. Post: "Worried about safety? We'll address your concerns and share expert advice on how to ride a 
cargo bike confidently and securely. Stay tuned for our upcoming posts on cargo bike safety! 
#CargoBike #RideWithConfidence" 

5. Post: "Want to know more about the different types of cargo bikes available? From electric-
powered to two or three-wheeled op�ons, we'll help you find the perfect fit for your needs. Stay 
tuned for our comprehensive guide to cargo bike models! #CargoBike #FindYourFit" 
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�� Trade-Offs Phase: 

1. Post: "Ready to make the switch to a cargo bike? Compare different brands and models to find the 
perfect match for your lifestyle. Stay tuned for our side-by-side comparisons and expert 
recommenda�ons! #CargoBike #FindYourMatch" 

2. Post: "Looking for a budget-friendly cargo bike? We'll share �ps on how to find great deals and 
secondhand op�ons without compromising on quality. Stay tuned for our guide to buying a cargo bike 
on a budget! #CargoBike #SmartShopping" 

3. Post: "Not sure if a cargo bike is right for you? We'll help you weigh the pros and cons, and address 
common concerns to make an informed decision. Stay tuned for our guide to choosing the right cargo 
bike for your needs! #CargoBike #InformedDecision" 

4. Post: "Considering a cargo bike but unsure about maintenance and repairs? We'll provide insights 
on how to keep your cargo bike in top shape and connect you with reliable service providers. Stay 
tuned for our maintenance and repair guide! #CargoBike #LongLas�ngInvestment" 

5. Post: "Ready to take the plunge and buy a cargo bike? We'll guide you through the purchasing 
process, from finding the best deals to ensuring all paperwork is in order. Stay tuned for our step-by-
step guide to buying a cargo bike! #CargoBike #SmoothPurchase" 

������ Experience Phase: 

1. Post: "Congratula�ons on your new cargo bike! Share your first ride experience with us and let us 
know how it has improved your daily commute. #CargoBike #NewAdventures" 

2. Post: "Discover the joy of riding a cargo bike! Join our community of cargo bike enthusiasts and 
share your favorite routes, �ps, and tricks. #CargoBike #CommunityLove" 

3. Post: "Looking to enhance your cargo bike experience? We'll share accessories and add-ons that 
can make your rides even more enjoyable and convenient. Stay tuned for our recommenda�ons! 
#CargoBike #EnhancedRides" 

4. Post: "Have any ques�ons or concerns about using your cargo bike? Our experts are here to help! 
Drop your queries in the comments below and we'll provide you with the answers you need. 
#CargoBike #ExpertAdvice" 

5. Post: "Share your cargo bike adventures with us! Tag us in your photos and stories, and let us know 
how your cargo bike has become an essen�al part of your daily life. #CargoBike #LifeOnTwoWheels" 

 

These Facebook posts aim to provide informa�on, address concerns, and create a sense of 
community for individuals interested in purchasing and using a cargo bike. 
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5. Disclaimer 
Due to the nature of qualita�ve research, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the results. We 
exclude any liability for decisions made by our clients based on the research results. Do not make 
decisions based on data solely from one customer interview. 

6. Best Prac�ces 
In our experience, up to 10 interviews provide good enough results in cases when the scope of jobs-
to-be-done is well-defined and the number of alterna�ve solu�ons is rather narrow. If your customer 
is part of a more complex ecosystem, we recommend interviewing all stakeholders in the ecosystem. 
Example: buyer, end user, and providers. 

7. Compa�bility with Customer Progress Design 
The results are compa�ble with unipro solu�ons’ Customer Progress Design® (CPD) method. CDP is a 
customer-centric strategy development prac�ce. The elements found can be seamlessly integrated 
and processed. This is useful when you need to combine several customer interviews, aggregate the 
data, and priori�ze the insights.  

 

To find out more, visit the unipro solu�ons website. 

 

 

https://unipro-solutions.com/
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